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GAME™ INTRODUCES ENERGY EFFICIENT SOLUTIONS  

FOR THE BACKYARD 

 

Get Smart and Celebrate Summer with Water-Powered Fountains, Cool LED Lights and a Solar Shower 

From GAME 

 

Scottsdale, AZ. (Summer 2008) – Make your backyard smarter! This summer as more people search for 

different ways to save energy inside the home, it is now time to look right in your own backyard.  GAME™ 

introduces a number of innovative energy-saving products that will save energy but still provide loads of fun! 

 With the Outdoor Solar Shower™, Rainbow Fountain™, Floating Glow Lantern™ and Underwater 

Light Show & Fountain™, you can transform your yard into a colorful spectacle without spending hefty dollars 

on electricity. 

 Harnessing the sun’s energy, the Outdoor Solar Shower lets you enjoy a warm, refreshing shower right 

next to your pool or spa. The Solar Shower’s design gets its heat from the sun which lets you adjust the 

temperature from hot to cold. Now you can easily wash off the dirt before jumping into the pool and the 

chlorine after you swim!  No installation or plumping required. Just attach to a garden hose and you are ready to 

go. Built for the outside with non-corrosive materials, the Outdoor Solar Shower’s durable construction will last 

all year long. 

 No electricity required! Solely powered by water, the popular Rainbow Fountain provides you with an 

exhilarating water and color changing light show. Combining water movement and LED lighting effects, the 

Rainbow Fountain creates a unique and enchanting show that is sure to enliven your outside décor.  Just attach a 

garden hose or pool return line and let your electrifying light show begin. The AquaGlow Rainbow Fountain 

can be used with both in ground and above ground pools. 

 Now you can illuminate your patio, deck, pool or spa in an energy-efficient way.  The Floating Glow 

Lantern creates an exotic and colorful ambiance utilizing the latest in modern technology while adding 

character. Each lantern has four different LED lighting modes showcasing a variety of vibrant colors; fading 
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from blue to green to red. Group multiple lanterns together on the patio and you’ll have a lively and sensational 

spectacle. For a more romantic atmosphere hang them from an umbrella then sit back and relax under the 

evening glow. 

 Tired of spending the money to light up your pool at night? GAME’s award-winning Underwater Light 

Show & Fountain provides entertainment both below and above the water, all while lighting the pool without 

using any electricity! Get ready for a wet n’ wild time as your pool transforms right before your eyes. While 

projecting light and color onto the bottom and sides of the pool, the Underwater Light Show & Fountain 

simultaneously shoots streams of color lit water above the surface. The Underwater Light Show & Fountain will 

take center stage as the pool floods with an array of vivid colors and lights.  

 At retailers nationwide this summer, the Outdoor Solar Shower is available for approximate retail price 

of $199.99; Rainbow Fountain $44.99; Floating Glow Lantern $19.99 and the Underwater Light Show & 

Fountain $49.99. 

 

 

GAME (Great American Merchandise & Events) is recognized worldwide for its extensive line of pool and spa 

accessories including the popular Underwater Light Show™, as well as Derby Duck ® and Turbo Turtle ® 

fundraising events that have generated millions of fundraising dollars for charities across the globe. For more 

information and to see the latest GAME products, please visit www.game-group.com 
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